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Rupalika Johri writes about the ceremony that began the conference

course, but they’re also supposed to make you
think.” He further went on to question the
audience whether the Model United Nations
confined only to two powerful functions, the
freedom of speech and the illusion of power.

Thereafter the topic of the speech shifted to the
United Nations Climate Change Conferences
(UNCCC) - yearly conferences held within the
framework of the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).
The Global Tree, which includes delegates of

Mehul Sapra

190 countries, came together to agree on a
common strategy to combat climate change,
through a principle of “common but

Ceremonies at a Model United Nations
Conference are the kick-off to three days of
negotiating, drafting, discussions, and research.
SBSMUN2017 began with the lighting of the
spiritual school lamp by Dr. Prasad, Ms. Anita
Raina, and the honorable guest speaker Mr. AK

differentiated responsibilities.” This means that
although everyone is responsible for issues like
global warming and carbon emissions, there
are a few countries that are more responsible
than other. The Kyoto Protocol to the
UNFCCC is an international treaty that sets

Roy, to the melody of the Swastiwachan, sung
by the school choir to attain the almighty’s
blessings.

Mr. AK Roy is a chemical engineer with four
decades of experience in rural and urban
development, with a specific focus on
environmental issues. He has worked
extensively in the fields of environmental
planning, research, and education, consulting the
Indian Government and the World Bank.

During his address, Mr Roy referred to the
education system by saying “ Education centres
are supposed to give you degrees, of
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binding obligations on industrialized countries to

Facts show that despite three decades of this

reduce emissions of greenhouse gases.

program, the emissions have increased by 65%

According to Mr. Roy, the Kyoto Protocol, an

percent, and carbon dioxide emissions have

international treaty that sets binding obligations

reached record levels. He concluded with a few

on countries to reduce emissions, is a

words on sustainability and its different

compromise and that nations need to work

interpretations, which left the spectators deep in

harder to counter climate change.

thought about its true meaning.

Through this past decade, the UNCCC lost a lot

The Secretary General, Firdaus Mohandas,

of its members, most of which were developed

addressed the audience as well. Then, with a tap

countries. Mr. Roy questioned whether this was

of his gavel, he declared the SBSMUN2017

shirking of responsibilities or dissent.

open.
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Shruti Kumar writes about the debates
over Indian censorship

As the public scrutinises the Central Board of
Film Certification (CBFC)’s pro-censorship
position, the focus falls on Pahlaj Nihalani,
Chairman of the CBFC. Fostered by the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), Nihalani feels
confident of the fact that he is perfectly
justified in making as many cuts as he does,
and he was not afraid to say so while
Stakeholders Meet on Censorship was in
committee.

Khushi Bhasin
Considering he was the only member of the
Stakeholders Meet who was for censorship,
Nihalani got entangled in the accusations of the
other delegates. Leela Samson began by

made, he claimed that he released the film to rid
the CBFC of its “sanskari image.” To this,
Nihalani had nothing to say.

questioning the homogeneity of Nihalani’s
cuts, since she thought it was rather ambivalent
of the CBFC to ban or heavily censor films
concerning sexuality or abusive language,
whereas the CBFC passed “Kya Kool Hai
Hum,” which according to public
accounts, was rather ‘vulgar.’ Samson also
brought to light that in a statement Nihalani

When asked by Shyam Benegal if he edited
movies based on the guidelines approved by the
government or based on his own principles, he
countered by saying “It’s not like I’m just cutting
random scenes I don’t like.”

He also professed

that his opinions were shaped by the guidelines
laid out by the government, but he undermined his
own statement by saying that “He wasn’t Modi’s

‘action man.’” Sharmila Tagore further

Pahlaj Nihalani also very categorically stated that

examined him and made a compelling

his edits weren’t a ‘big deal.’

argument, shedding light on the fact that the

Kamal Hassan — “You keep saying it’s not a big

CBFC made 94 cuts to Udta Punjab, while the

deal, it’s not a big issue. But it is, because for the

High Court made just 1. The discrepancy

filmmakers, who have devoted so much time and

highlights that Nihalani does, in fact, employ

resources to their films, it is a big deal!” Hassan

his own opinions while editing.

continued his tirade by accentuating the detail of

This enraged

how Nihalani kept using the pronoun “I” —

“are

you aware that you are part of an organisation?”

There were clashing views throughout the
session, which led to a high-strung debate
steeped in contention. The debate was punctured
with constant reiterations of how the CBFC had a
responsibility to “certify, not censor,” something
Nihalani would do well to remember.
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Imran Batra questions the priorities of the Bundestag

Over the past two years, Germany’s economy

Many representatives also brought up the fact

has suffered. The UK’s exit from the

that the positive effects of the Brexit cannot be

European Union has left the country with the

expected in Germany if it were to leave the EU,

entire economic responsibility of the EU.

as the UK has always been more distanced

Germany’s internal affairs are also suffering

from the it than Germany, even using a

with the overall crime rate increasing by 2%,

different currency. Germany’s policies, they

and local unemployment at a record high.

argued, are much more EU-centric than the
UK’s, and a Dexit would very likely have a

Britain, on the other hand, is seeing a very

detrimental effect on the German economy.

different picture. Although some industries
have exited the country, the UK’s economy

However, while being a part of the EU has its

has been thriving, with the value of the British

benefits, the Bundestag seems to be ignoring

Pound rising and the British GDP growing.

the rising number of disadvantages that come

This has convinced France’s President,

with them. For example, large and wealthy

Emmanuel Macron, to invoke Article 50 of

countries in the EU, like Germany, often have

the Treaty of Lisbon, in order to start

to share their wealth with much smaller and

discussions about France’s exit from the EU.

poorer countries, which prevents any one
country from becoming too powerful. Although

The people of Germany seem convinced that

this may be looked at as an advantage, this also

leaving the EU is the way to go, with 54% of

prevents Germany from becoming the global

the German public voting for a “Dexit”.

leader that it very likely could be.

Despite this, the Bundestag refuses to change
their opinion on the matter, with most

That’s really the main problem most people

representatives certain that staying in the EU

have with the EU- it serves the interest of the

is best for Germany

Union as a whole, and not of the individual
countries that it consists of.

German Chancellor Angela Merkel argued
that having a common currency, makes doing
business, travelling or moving to other
countries, and buying things much simpler for
German citizens, and also creates a sense of
unity among the countries.
Martin Schulz, the German Vice Chancellor,
reasoned that a Dexit would cause a decline in
exports, as most countries have relations and
trade with the EU as a whole, and not with its
individual member nations.

Shyla Chopra

The policies, decisions, and rules set in place by the
EU are not there to protect the best interest of each
individual country, but to advance the EU as a whole.

So the question is- how far is the Bundestag willing to
go to uphold multilateralism? Is it willing to overlook
it’s own citizens’ needs to help the citizens of other
countries? Is it willing to allow mass immigration
from other countries to Germany despite local
unemployment being at a record high? Is it willing to
ignore the recent referendum and remain a part of the
EU? Is the Bundestag more concerned about the
future of the EU than that of Germany itself?

Danya Sethy
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Tanvi Jhunjhunwala comments on the advice
of Chair of the 1948, Arab Leaders Meet

The Convener of the 1948 Arab leaders meet
was undoubtedly the most valuable part of the
committee, as he flawlessly guided debate and
showered the delegates with advice. He started
the committee with a presentation on research,
urging the delegates to “take part in history, not
read it”. The chair spoke about the spontaneity
and involvement that debate requires, and
counseled delegates to work together,
encouraging them to “speak only if they could
improve the silence”.

Saloni Singh

He challenged and

questioned the delegates on their work, and on
several instances, appealed to them to use their
‘common sense’.

While the Convener believes that research is
integral to any debate, he chooses to emphasise
more on the method of research than the
quantity. Owing to the glaring lack of research
in the Arab meet, when the Convener was asked
for his opinion, he explained that “the problem
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lies in the way research is carried out.” He

research without a methodology and objective.

went on to outline the basic aspects of debate
that the delegates were not exploring, and said

However, his advice went much further than

that “there was a lack of application”- the

just research methodology- he created an

delegates were simply lifting information from

atmosphere of learning in the conference room.

online sources, not applying it to debate. The

The Convener attempted to reduce the level of

Convener believed that even the basic theatres

stress and introduced a crisis called “no crisis”

of conflict were not known to the delegates,

to calm the delegates. While speaking about his

due to a superficial understanding of

love for debate, the Convener said “the most

geography. He spoke of a “genuine lack of

important thing to teach in an MUN is to

empathy”, a basic de-sensitisation of the

appreciate the activity beyond awards;

delegate against his/her profile, that makes

otherwise it just becomes a pathetic dog-and-

them unable to put their arguments in a larger

bone model”. While the delegates failed to

historical context.

impress on the first day of the MUN, under the
guidance of their chairperson, they can

He highlighted the shortage of imagination and

definitely fulfil their potential and raise the

stated that the delegates carried out

standard of debate.

M I L I T A N T
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U N H R C
Kavya Joshi reports on the events of the first day of UNHRC
The UNHRC is a committee that provides and

views of delegates of different countries, who

protects the basic human rights such as freedom

wish to share their opinion on militant nationalism

of speech and expression, right to equality,

in the 21st century and how they plan to overcome

right to education etc. These rights are

it.

guaranteed by law and implemented by the
government. However, in the past many

“Militant nationalists have been violating Egypt

countries of the world have experienced

the past few years and therefore we see it as an

militant nationalism, the worst form of violence

important problem. Militant nationalists in the 21st

by far.

century are threatening, aggressive, and have more
dangerous weapons than before. Egypt’s plan to

Today, the debates were restricted to the

overcome it is to educate people about their human

impracticality and the mundane aspects of this

rights and especially religious beliefs as most of

form of a demur. This was supported by

the militant nationalists destroy societies due to

facts that had occurred in the past years.

religious purposes”, explained the delegate of
Egypt.

To yield more perspective into the topic, here is
an exclusive interview of different points of

The delegate of Saudi Arabia too, was kind enough

to share his perspective. “Saudi Arabia should

experiences militant nationalism first handedly

only be used as a last resort.” He stated. “Saudi

in the province of Xinjiang, where the ISIS

Arabia believes in promoting and fostering the

threatens the area to create a foothold there. The

true form of Islam, i.e Sunni Islam.” He also

only way to fight this, is to utilize the methods

added

that we do, even if the rest of the world believes

that in case they ever use force, they

would want to do it in that absence of the

that it is against the methods of the UN”

civilians.

declared the delegate of China.

The delegate of UK felt that, “Militant

Finally, the last contributor in this exclusive was

nationalism is a major liability on the global

the delegate of the United States. “Nationalism

community... Hundreds of innocents die due to

has been extremely influential in today’s world

the deeds of these nationalists who are not very

because it fielded every major event of the 19th

different from terrorists. To overcome these

and 20th centuries. However, with the transition

situations in future, aid and education should be

into the 21st century it is time to move away

provided to the victim nations. To conclude this,

from militant nationalism, which is clearly

I’d like to say that only we, together as a global

linked to the colonial times. I don’t plan on

community can resolve this by unanimous

overcoming this, I plan on transitioning from it”

cooperation.”

confirmed the delegate.

Another point of view was provided by China.

These various standpoints show the difference in

“Militant nationalism is a negative solution and

the thoughts of every country, yet the similarity

is not to be recognized in the Chinese

in which they work together with the UN. While

government as it is only a way to create more

some points are common for these countries,

troubles, destruction and problems in a society.

many vary based on the past and the mindset of

The People’s Republic of China itself

the country.
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Letter of a girl addressing to the tourists in Jammu and Kashmir, written by
the pen of Gayatri Singh
Assalam alaikum,

To the keen tourists who say that Kashmiri girls are beautiful,

This place is a feast for the eyes, people all around. I love to see that. I love your enchanting smiles.
I love your wonder when you see people like me. Natives.

But little do you know.

Your mere trip to the Land of Paradise is a disaster for us living here. We are homeless. There are
less of us Kashmiris and more of you all. Tourists. Firangis. It was said by the Emperor Jahangir, “If
there is a heaven on Earth, it is here, it is here, it is here.” But what’s a heaven without its Gods and
Goddesses?

They say we’ll get help. They say there’ll be more of you. They say we’ll get a home. A proper one.
They say we won’t have a home with a broken roof. They say snow won’t come inside. They say
we’ll be rich. But rich is too weak a word. All we want is to have a home. All we want is for the
government to understand our needs. We want nothing else.

With love,
Aisha Farheen

Anjali Choudhary
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Kabir Rajgarhia expands on both sides of the USA’s presence in Guam
In the Security Council (SC), the United

Guam were scrutinized and the two sides

States of America (USA) and its control over

developed compelling arguments. The USA

Anushree Dhingra

claimed their heavy influence was laden with

and transparent in their nuclear advancements”

benevolence and safety for their allies and said

made the delegate of Japan feel extremely

“the economy cannot survive without the

uneasy. The threat from an external force was

resources we provide”. Their allies upheld this

clearly a cause for concern for the USA and its

idea behind USA’s dominance, with the delegates

allies, and even though they claimed they had a

of Japan and Australia supporting them in the

mutually beneficial agreement, they never

General Speaker’s List. They were heard saying

explicitly denied that their interest in Guam was

“US control in the region is a step towards

its strategically superior location and easily

international peace and economically stability”

administrable nature.

and economy of Guam would “be in tatters”
without the the USA.

However, the delegate of the Russian Federation
had substantial arguments as he questioned the

The USA’s focal points for their moral and logical

USA’s true intentions. The delegate believed all

reasons behind their command over Guam were

countries had “the right to self determination”

centered around them being the reason Guam is

and speculated that the USA had purely inward-

not under threat from China, and more

looking reasons for their interest in Guam. He

importantly, North Korea. They protect Guam

also claimed that the “USA referred to them (the

militarily as well as securing a stable economy,

people of Guam) as alien races” and were “using

ensuring it has ample resources to sustain itself.

racist clauses to exploit those without rights”.

The delegate of USA also feared North Korea

There was also concern for the “environmental

needed to be monitored more closely and believed

damage US is causing”, specifically to the natural

that “rapid access to North Korea” was necessary.

water resources. The delegate of Egypt also felt

The United Kingdom (UK) also seemed to share

Guam were being strong-armed as they voiced

their concerns, as the delegate of UK said “US

their concerns about Guam having an observer’s

presence in the east made North Korea nervous”.

role in the American legislative bodies. The

Furthermore, the “Chinese not being unilateral

delegate of the Russian Federation also felt the

residents of Guam were "being denied human

made Guam a hotspot for attacks". The delegate

rights". Moreover, the delegate raised a very

of Egypt also added that the “rapid advancements

valid point that all the danger US was

in weaponry” was a by-product of USA’s

protecting Guam from, they were the direct

imposing presence. He also said Guam was only

cause of. He felt that “Guam was only on the

a strategic pawn as history provided insight into

radar for North Korea because of USA’s

how the USA intended to use Guam as they

presence”, as “North Korea’s war was with

already have successfully done in previous wars.

USA” and the USA was endangering Guam
and its peoples. The delegate of China

Essentially, on Day 1 of the SC, USA’s

reinforced this reckless endangerment of the

seemingly peaceful approach was rebutted by the

natives of Guam, as the “US’s involvement

Russian delegation.
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Kanak Kantor writes about the proceedings in the UNHRC
Straight from the beginning of the first session
of the UNHRC, the delegates delved deep into
discussion. They began by initiating the General
Speakers List, in which the delegates spoke
about the stands of their respective countries on
the agenda: the threat to human rights by
militant nationalism.

The delegate of Saudi Arabia stated, “militant
nationalism is a very violent and should be left
for extreme cases.” The delegate of Ghana said
that patriotism and militant nationalism should

Sonali Garg

be recognised as two different terms.

The delegates then proceeded into a moderated
caucus for the delegates to state their stands on
militant nationalism. The delegates shared a
common position and condemned militant
nationalism as an action that should not be
entertained, even under extreme circumstances.

The delegates of the United States of America
and Germany questioned the delegate of Saudi
Arabia’s claim to whether jihadis were in the
right by violating the rights of those
following 'false' Islam.

The debate soon moved to the causes of militant
nationalism and the delegates stated the many
causes of the same, which included availability
of weapons, lack of education, discriminated
minorities, and many more.

As the conference proceeds, the delegates
continue to debate on solutions to protect
innocents from militants and on ways to
influence those who support militants to look
towards peaceful methods that don’t violate
human rights.

Saloni Singh
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Devina Bhatnagar summarises the happenings of the UN Economic and Social Council
The conference began with the Chairperson of

more socialized,” and it leads to more jobs in

the UNECOSOC committee briefing the

the private sector.

delegates about the committee, as well as MUN
in general. Simple definitions and significant

A moderated caucus began with the delegate

individuals related to the UNECOSOC were

of Argentina emphasizing on the benefits of

introduced. The rules of procedure were

tourism, mentioning that the national income

explained as well.

of a country is increased, and since
employment benefits are introduced for

A motion to establish the General Speaker’s List

indigenous people, poverty is significantly

was passed and it went on as follows - Chile,

reduced. It was also mentioned that the

Portugal, The United Kingdom (UK), Argentina,

income generated from tourism paves the

Japan, Serbia, Ireland, Australia, The United

road for the uninterrupted growth of a

States of America (USA), the People’s Republic

country.

of China (PRC), Italy and South Africa.
Next, PRC made it clear that the United
The delegate of Chile began by differentiating

Nations Declaration on the Rights of

sustainable tourism from unsustainable tourism.

Indigenous Peoples needed to be declared to

The delegate emphasized on the need of

be a binding document, to ensure that nations

promoting the cultural heritage of the indigenous

protect the rights of the indigenous peoples.

peoples. The delegate of the UK then introduced
the benefits of tourism, saying that, “Through

After that, delegate of Japan brought up the

tourism, indigenous people get the chance to be

negative impacts of tourism in indigenous

areas. The delegate mentioned “Culture

Other delegates such as those of Zimbabwe, the

destruction, hurt sentiments of the indigenous

USA, Argentina, the UK, and Portugal weighed

peoples, and low benefits of tourism

the positives against the negatives of tourism.

employees” as the key ones.
The delegate of Serbia mentioned how tourism
The delegate of Australia went next,

benefitted Serbia’s economy, it being the

emphasizing the fact that the Economic, Social

source of 2.6% of the country’s total Gross

and Cultural parts of the ECOSOC must not be

Domestic Product, and the country having a 10-

separated into different matters as they are all

15% per year increase in employment in the

interrelated.

tourism sector.

The delegate of Ireland said that tourism in

The delegates then went on to have an

indigenous areas erodes communities culturally

unmoderated caucus in which they discussed

to suit the tourists and to generate more profit.

the difference between developed and

An example given was that of the Havasupai

developing countries in their environmental

people being dislocated from the Grand Canyon

state and the various solutions to depletion of

in the USA.

the environment.

T H E

G E X I T

I M P L I C A T I O N S

Ajay Dhamanda elaborates upon the German leaders' predictions of Gexit

On Day 1 of the Bundestag, delegates gave their

argument by the German Chancellor who

opinions about the potential impacts on Germany

pushed the limelight towards Germany’s high

if they left the European Union (EU). Angela

surplus in trade. Although the Minister of

Merkel, the German Chancellor, expressed her

Finance did counter with a fact stating that

concern for the new currency which would come

Germany was the biggest importer of

into existence after the withdrawal from the

electricity, it wasn’t enough to debase the

European Union.

counterclaim.

The Vice Chancellor of the Social Democratic
Party (SPD) Martin Schulz assured the house that
Germany’s decision to leave the EU would not be
affected by the Brexit. The Minister of Finance
raised an interesting concern regarding the
potential increase in expenditure due to the
‘Gexit’ which will result in a need to establish
bodies for customs, and trade because the free
movement of goods between countries will be
halted. This argument was refuted by a stronger

Danya Sethy

The first moderated caucus was based on trade

that the immigrants coming into the country

and its working within the EU. Many thought

benefitted their economy as they promoted

provoking ideas were discussed, for instance,

competition and gave incentives to the

how Germany has separate relations with US

natives. The Minister of Defense, Ursula

and China while having ties through the EU as

von der Leyen, expressed her thoughts on

well. The Chancellor also spoke about how the

the economy, trade, and subsidies, rather

UK and Germany will face different

than commenting on her own area of

consequences in accordance to trade, resulting

expertise.

from Germany relying heavily on trade while
UK being self-sufficient. Furthermore, the

The second moderated caucus focused

withdrawal from the EU will not only damage

specifically on immigration and its effects.

Germany’s trade but also the pre-established

All the delegates had captivating ideas- the

trust between the states, which will only serve

danger of immigration, the effects of

to expose the weaknesses of the EU.

immigration of wages, the expenditure on
refugees, and its impact on the German

Gerd Müller, the Minister of Economic

natives- all of which were discussed during

Cooperation and Development, commented

the course of the committee.

T H E

F I R S T

C A U C U S

Jahnavi Nair elaborates upon various countries' views on the agenda
The first moderate caucus, proposed by the Cuban

He also said that militant nationalism contradicts

delegate, helped set the tone of the debate. For 20

everything the UN supports. The delegate of the

minutes, the countries talked about their

USA was followed by the German delegate, who

respective stance on militant nationalism.

stated that militant nationalism from

The first speaker, the delegate of Bangladesh,

community isn’t right and should not be

said that nationalism could be good in multiple

undertaken by governments. He explained this

ways, but with the start of “bad” nationalism, the

by taking the French revolution as a case study.

basic human rights were violated. He also

The next delegate was a representative of the

mentioned that patriotism should be less violent

UAE, in whose opinion the contradiction of

in nature. Next, the delegate of Ghana elaborated

violent methods to support political, social, and

upon his opinion that any group practicing

religious causes is needed. She said that militant

militant nationalism feels that they are superior to

nationalism is an extreme form of patriotism

others whereas patriotic groups are simply ones

combined with the feeling of superiority that

that takes pride in their nation. The Cuban

comes from putting it into practice. The delegate

delegate then stated that militant nationalism must

representing United Kingdom feels that placing

be contained, otherwise attacks similar to the one

UN offices in countries affected by the cause

at the World Trade Center would occur. The

would help in improvement of the situation. The

delegate of the USA felt that nationalistic

German Delegate spoke for the second time,

developments could lead to war and bloodshed.

stating that civilians should have the right to

a

overthrow, contradict, and object against any

in hand with terrorism. The delegate from UK

laws or judgments passed by the government.

suggested a proper framework be developed for

He also questioned their power in helping

civilians wherein they could contact the UN

countries not part of the UN, such as North

directly. The delegate from Egypt encourages

Korea. The delegate from the Netherlands said

that all should be educated, so that we can

that militant nationalism is intolerable. The

understand each other better and reduce conflict.

Nigerian delegate gave an example of militant

The South African delegate thinks that militant

nationalism as the kidnapping, assaulting and

nationalism stems from dissatisfaction. The

harassment of girls as young as 9. They were

caucus was closed by the Brazilian delegate who

married and used as suicide bombers. According

concluded that peaceful protest should be put

to her, militant nationalism goes hand

forth as solution.
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Meyha Bishnoi looks at the different views on censorship
The ‘guidelines’ laid down by the Constitution

Shyam Benegal in agreement with Leela Samson

were the basis of the informal debate that took

said, “Certification and guidelines should be the

place in the first session. The delegates

work of the CBFC, not censoring.”

verbalised their stands on the idea of censorship,

Indira Jaising spoke against censorship, with

with Leela Samson taking charge right from the

reference to the vagueness of the guidelines

beginning. Opinion was divided on whether the

stated in Clause (2) of Article 19b and how she

job of the Central Board of Film Certification

felt that their reform should definitely be

(CBFC) was to censor and ban films or simply

considered. Certification was a good alternative

certify and allow the people to decide.

that could be done on the basis of the guidelines
expressed by the Constitution. She was of the

The current Director of Central Board of Film

opinion that censorship was evidence of a

Certification, Pahlaj Nihalani said, “The

patriarchal society, and such backward attitude

censoring of films is done under the guidelines

was the reason that absolute freedom of

given to the CBFC. If it is proven that merely

expression could not be achieved anywhere in

certification of films is required, we will change

the near future.

our ways. I personally think that censoring
would be required even after certification of a
film has been done.”
In contrast to this opinion, Leela Samson was
quoted as saying, “I am not against an
unrestricted law. I feel the board should only
certify films. Of course constitutional validity
should be upheld, however the panel that makes
the decisions must be represented fairly and
properly.”

Reeha Das

All delegates except Pahlaj Nihalani agreed that

discussion was prevalent throughout the

politics were much too involved in the

sessions. Delegates went back and forth between

censorship process and separation of the film

their views on censorship, before moving on to

sector from the political sector would result in a

discuss the reforms they felt would benefit the

fairer decision making process.

CBFC. Overall, a unanimous decision on the
stand of the committee as a whole wasn’t

Since the committee consisted of just eight

reached, but the members seemed satisfied with

members, an informal debate and flowing

the arguments provided by each individual.

G O V E R N I N G

G U A M

Aamiya Dhillon writes on the proceedings of the United Nations Security Council

Land and oil are infamous for causing the worst
of wars in our history. Worryingly, Guam is
becoming another such volatile issue. The island
situated in the Pacific Ocean is of great strategic
importance to the United States (US), considering
its proximity to North Korea and China. Being an
unincorporated territory of the US, the country’s
Congress has complete authority to overrule the
decisions made by Guamanian representatives.
Multiple nations and organizations have

Trisha Pramanik

repeatedly condemned the undemocratic policies
which decide the daily fate of the Guamanian
people.

promise of security that its presence could never
ensure.

The discourse that hoped to determine the
Security Council’s approach to Guam was
dominated by two opposing lines
of argumentation. In the opinion of the delegates
of Russia and China, the security threats faced by
the people of Guam is a result of the multitude of
United States military bases present there. They
insisted that the potential acts of aggression that
could be carried out by the US have provoked
countries like North Korea into questionable acts
that secure their interests. Threatened countries,
including China, have developed missiles that
could target the island. It has been stated that the
absence of the US would provide Guam with the

The delegate of the US combated these
allegations by emphasizing on the threat North
Korea poses to the world. To monitor the
activities of this belligerent nation, it is
imperative that the superpower establishes bases
close to the country. Furthermore, as pointed out
by Japan and the United Kingdom, it is not just
the threat North Korea poses but also the
volatile nature of the South China Sea issue that
makes Guam vulnerable to political and military
attacks. This makes the referendum suggested
by the opposing bloc extremely impractical and,
considering that two plebiscites have already
been carried out, unnecessary.

The alternative they provided consisted of

The two blocs with entirely opposing views on

educational and outreach programs and a body

the situation have much to discuss. Moreover,

that would overlook the rights of the Guamanian

with the instability in the South China Sea and

population and focus on the development of

the looming threat posed by North Korea, there

Guam. The delegate of Russia, however, was

is no time to be lost. In times like these, it is

concerned that the authorities carrying out these

imperative that the leaders keep in mind the

programs would influence the thought process

words of Aung San Suu Kyi, “If you want to

of the Guamanian citizens and use this as a

bring an end to long-standing conflict, you have

medium to spread political propaganda.

to be prepared to compromise.”

H O W

D O

Y O U

S O L V E

A

P R O B L E M

L I K E

I S R A E L ?
Tanya Gupta analyses the status of Israel in the committee

The first session of the Arab Leaders Meet

convincing pieces to encourage peace with Israel.

proved to be very informative. The leaders

The debates continued with the delegates further

present in the committee enlightened every one

expanding on their opinions. Time passed as all

of their views. Most dignitaries present in the

dignitaries expressed their wishes to encourage a

league had set their eyes on war, a retaliation,

unified front for all Arabs and the freeing of their

that is according to them for the ‘atrocities’ that

brothers: the Palestinian Arabs. There were talks

Arabs in Israel faced by the hands of the Jews.

of a peace treaty with Israel with the incentive of

To them, the Jews were outsiders that were

oil and of how the British mandate affected them

taking over Arabian lands. A few expressed

all.

their views on maintaining peace with Israel; the
Shah of Iran, the Prime Minister of Iran and the

The day ended with several ideas and solutions to

Prime Minister of Transjordan presented very

the probable threat posed by Israel.

Mehul Sapra

Anushree Dhingra

W H O S E

H O M E
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I

L I V I N G

I N ?

Gayatri Singh reports on natives without their homeland
It was better to be living under a broken roof and

Pushed out so that scenic beauty of this beautiful

a place with no water that living in the streets for

planet can be seen. But what’s more beautiful

the family that was newly turned out onto the

than these landscapes? The people residing here.

streets. They were living on that land of theirs for

The people living here with their beautiful

centuries. That land was their homeland: it was

families. With their children playing out on the

theirs and only theirs. And yet, one day their

lawn. And their lovely smiles. Just imagine how a

government displaced them and they were on the

place would be without its culture. How India

streets. They’d been saving to get their roof

would be without women in sarees or men in

repaired and now they needed more money since

kurtas. How Africa would be without its own

they were homeless. Not treated well at their

native people. How dull it would seem.

workplace, he wished to leave his job and start
something new but as soon as he did, he was on

There are numerous minds working towards

the road. Thriving for a home. Struggling for

sustainable tourism, that is, “tourism that takes

shelter. Crying out for help. His sick wife in

full account of its current and future economic,

excruciating pain, his children, who have

social and environmental impacts, addressing the

everything to do but study. Someone help them.

needs of visitors, the industry, the environment,

Just. Someone, anyone.

and host communities.”

Maybe, there are a lot of

people actually working towards this but what
If you’re an avid tourist, this may as well interest

about the ‘host communities’? What about them?

you.

Do they not matter at all?

The situation given above, is not something that

What is disturbing is that natives are being taken

happens to be rare. There are natives everywhere.

away their home. What is disturbing is that the

Those who have been living at their homes for

people who make a specific place what it is, they

centuries and now they’re being pushed

are being taken away from it.

out. Pushed out for what?
By whom?
Pushed out so that tourists can have their time of

Our own dear government.

their life when they come to a certain place.

By our ‘leaders’.

Ahaan Jain
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